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Book Reviews

Judith Y. M. Maree and Orland R. Tomas, compilers. 2012.
Ibatan to English dictionary, with English, Filipino, Ilokano,
Ivatan indices. Manila: SIL Philippines. xv + 501 pp. ISBN 978-
971-18-0439-8. $20.00, paper.

Ibatan is the language of Babuyan Claro, one of the islands in the Babuyan group
that lies directly south of the Batanes Islands and north of Luzon in the Philip-
pines. Babuyan Claro has a population of around 1,300, of whom around 1,000
are native speakers of Ibatan. Judith Maree, one of the main compilers, has been
doing research on the language since 1978 along with her husband, Rundell
Maree (RM), who is the author of the Introduction, grammatical sketch, and
appendices of the volume, under the auspices of SIL International. The second
main compiler, Orlando Tomas, whose photo appears on the beautiful cover of the
book, is an elementary school teacher. They were ably assisted by a group of
native speakers and an editorial committee who reviewed and edited the volume
prior to its submission for publication.

Despite its relatively small size (about 5,000 main entries), this dictionary is a fine
addition to the growing number of good dictionaries of little-known Philippine languages
(cf. Newell and Poligon 1993; Hassan, Ashley, and Ashley 1994; Wolfenden 2001;
Newell and Tarbadilla 2006; et alia) produced in recent years by members of SIL utiliz-
ing the software developed by SIL, in this case Toolbox.

Apart from the set of lexical entries, the book contains a small map of the island and its
position in relation to the other northern islands of the Philippines, a short introduction
containing information on who the Ibatan are, the form of entries, how to use the dictio-
nary, and a phonological and grammatical sketch. Following the lexical entries, there are
twelve appendices containing a wide range of supplementary materials, including charts
of affixes, a list of archaic terms, and lists of semantically related terms such as numerals,
body parts, phases of the moon, terms related to the ocean, plants, rice culture, kinship,
and so on, all complemented by appropriate photographs, charts, and figures. There is
also a list where a wide range of terms of specific topics such as different kinds of plants,
parts of birds, bodies, fish, roosters, eggs, wind directions, ways of carrying, and including
even stages of gestation of a female crab can be accessed under listed head words in the
dictionary. Three pages of relevant references are followed by four indices that will make
the dictionary eminently accessible to a wide range of users: English (ca. 7,000 entries),
Filipino (ca. 2,000 entries), Ilokano (ca. 2,500 entries), and Ivatan (ca. 1,500 entries).

The introductory material stresses the position of Ilokano (ILK) as the language of large
numbers of migrants into Babuyan Claro, a language that now forms a sizable component of
the Ibatan (IBT) lexicon and whose morphology is now competing with native Ibatan mor-
phology in everyday speech: for example, the use of the actor voice mag- for ILK ag- in place
of the inherited reflex of Proto–Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) *maR- as IBT may-. A large pro-
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portion of the Ilokano entries in the Ilokano index appear as headwords in the dictionary
(marked as borrowings), many with meaning changes or restrictions from the meanings
given in Ilokano dictionaries. These are exemplified and commented on in the Introduction,
which then provides a clear statement about the basic order of each major entry. 

The entries—primarily root words, but also some related derived forms, compounds,
and affixes—are carefully and consistently organized with a wealth of information.
Parentheses are used to mark variant forms, often those that have a slightly different
reflex of an inherited sound. Parentheses also surround a similar form that is described in
more detail elsewhere in the dictionary. They also include information as to source, usu-
ally Ilokano, Ivatan (IVT), or Spanish. Lexical entries are separated into numbered related
senses, each head of which is given a “part of speech” label consisting of the expected
noun and verb classes, but also including items such as ‘particle’, ‘exclamation’, ‘relator’,
‘linker’, ‘interrogative’, and ‘modifier’—the term used for affixed and nonaffixed
descriptive terms that are described in the introduction as adjectives. Noun and modifier
senses are listed before verbal senses. The lexical gloss for each is followed where neces-
sary by relevant information such as morphophonemic changes (shown between angled
brackets); additional grammatical information such as plural and reduplicated forms
(given in square brackets); and additional cultural and semantic information (in curly
brackets). Cross-referenced forms such as synonyms and antonyms precede other related
material such as common expressions and idioms.

Preparing a readable lexical gloss for the verbal form of a Philippine language that
also contains all the relevant semantic information is often a lexicographer’s nightmare,
in that such verbs typically contain information about tense, aspect, and mood of the
activity, as well as the number and role of the speech act participants implied by the affix-
ation. In Ibatan, as in other so-called Philippine-type languages, these typically involve
sets of voice-marking (sometimes called “focus”) affixes that specify the role of the
grammatical subject of the sentence, which—depending on the verb—can be (using
RM’s terms), actor/agent, goal/patient, referent, beneficiary, or instrument. The nonactor
voice affixes require the primary participant in the activity to be encoded as the grammat-
ical subject (one of the features that lead most researchers to classify these languages as
ergative), creating difficulties in providing natural English translations when these do not
function as passives do in European languages. This problem is compounded by the fact
that most of this information is included in the inflectional and derivational prefixes
attached to the base. So it is simply not feasible in a hard copy dictionary such as this to
list each distinct verb form alphabetically. There are literally scores of prefixed versions
of a single verbal root.

The solution to this problem, first used in Newell and Poligon (1993) and explicated
in detail in Newell (2009), is to provide a general gloss that covers the possible voice
forms of the verb in a format with the basic gloss of the verb bolded in both the definition
and the example: “someone (affix) does something (affix) with something (affix) for
someone (affix).” The following example illustrates a typical entry, with a noun followed
by four derived verb subentries (bold fonts are used as in the dictionary). 
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abang1 (IVV avang) n. A dugout canoe with or without outriggers. {IVV ‘a sail-rowboat with
28 to 32 rowers and two masts’, kadekeyan ‘a small fishing boat’} genr. logan cf. abat,
balsa, baka, bōti, kiwkiw, kodidi, pasitan, tansan
v. Someone (may-) goes by canoe. Mayabang ako an delak, ta maydaydamnay. I will go

by canoe tomorrow, because it’s easier.
v. Somebody uses a canoe to get or take someone or something (-en). Abangen mo

tawowaya do bīt. Use a canoe to get the person to the other side. cf. tabes.
v. Someone (machi-) rides in a canoe with someone. Machabang kami dyinyo. We ride

in the canoe with you.
v. The sea (ma-) is canoeable. Maabang dya mandad Banwa. (It) is canoeable from here

to Banwa.

Because of the array of possible prefixes and the many morphophonemic changes
that affect both the form of the affix and the base to which it is attached, the introduction
proceeds to provide the user with instructions on how to identify possible prefixes and
undo possible morphophonemic changes in order to arrive at the root or base under
which a form is listed. The instructions are essential for a user unfamiliar with the mor-
phology of Philippine languages, but require one to master also the sometimes complex
morphophonemic changes, a few of which are given in more detail in the grammatical
description that follows. However, there are several fairly regular changes that are not
described, such as the usual loss of the final vowel of machi- ‘associative’ (the reflex of
PMP *maki-) preceding roots with a vowel in the initial syllable, as in machabang
(machi- + abang) , machoknod (machi- + oknod), and so on.

Another change that is not described is the fairly regular loss of initial glottal stop fol-
lowing the actor voice prefix may-, as in mayabang, mayalat, mayimet, mayohman, and
so on. That vowel-initial forms begin with a phonemic glottal stop is exemplified in the
dictionary with the reduplicated form am-amak /ʔamʔamak/ ‘terrifies’, and by the mutual
relationship prefix may- (homophonous with the actor voice affix may-), as in may-
ānang /mayʔānaŋ/ ‘mother-child relationship’ (6), where glottal stop is represented by a
hyphen. RM states that glottal stop is not represented when it occurs at the beginning of a
word or between like vowels.1 But while some mutual-relationship terms appear in the
dictionary with a glottal stop, like may-āmang /mayʔāmaŋ/ ‘father-son relationship’, oth-
ers do not, such as mayabāgis ‘relationship between two siblings’, mayaban ‘relationship
between a carrier and someone carried in a sling’, mayikit ‘relationship between a niece
and an aunt’, and mayipag ‘relationship between cousins-in-law’. Does this imply that
glottal stop is not present in these roots, and that Ibatan, unlike other Philippine languages,
actually has a distinction between words that begin with a glottal stop and those that
begin with a vowel? RM is silent on this issue, but implies that this is the case by listing
his three word types as CV.CVC, CVC.CVC, and VC.CV(C), and characterizing some
vowel-final prefixes as (C)V-, although the plural form alaalat ‘baskets’ is given as an
example of the general pluralization rule C1V1C2V2 + noun root, suggesting that at least
this root has an initial glottal stop /ʔalat/. However, it is more likely that the variation

1. This follows the pattern set by the orthographic principles of Filipino/Tagalog, the national
language of the Philippines, which according to most researchers requires a phonemic glottal
stop onset for all syllables that do not have any other consonantal onset (Ramos 1971;
Schachter and Otanes 1972; French 1988; et alia).
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between forms with may- and the presence or absence of a following glottal stop is the
result of the transfer of an Ilokano rule into Ibatan, and that the dictionary is listing the
most commonly observed variants. In Ilokano, all verbs with ag- require loss of initial
glottal stop, and their Ibatan equivalents prefixed with mag- follow the same pattern. This
is true also of Ilokano mutual relationship terms prefixed with ag-. A quick search of the
dictionary for actor focus verbs where may- is still followed by a glottal stop produced
only one form, may-iigaw /mayʔiʔigaw/.

The sixteen-page grammar sketch is a brief summary of Maree (2007). It provides the
expected charts of personal and demonstrative pronouns and case-marking particles. The
description is written in a style apparently designed to make it accessible to readers who
are not linguistically trained, with the definition of a noun as “a word used to name a per-
son, place, or thing” (7), and verbs as “words that indicate or describe the actions, events
that happen, or the states in which things exist” (17). The case-marking terminology used
is a mixture of commonly accepted labels found in most linguistic materials on Philip-
pine languages—such as Nominative for the grammatical subject of a sentence and Gen-
itive for the agent of non-actor voice constructions as well as the possessor in a noun
phrase (even in descriptions that accept the ergative case alignment of Philippine lan-
guages)—with terms that some linguists might question.2 The case-marking form so is
labeled Accusative and said to mark “the nontopic direct object (patient) NP” (14), or the
NP that is the second argument of a dyadic actor voice construction (or “extended intran-
sitive”—Dixon and Aikhenvald 2000), a term that implies that RM considers Ibatan to
be a mixed-ergative language, since there is no indication that he considers nonactor
voice constructions to be passives, or that the language has an accusative alignment. Such
arguments are typically labeled Oblique by linguists who accept the ergative alignment of
Philippine languages, primarily because their verbs are marked with the same affixes that
occur on monadic intransitive constructions and that are obligatorily nonpersonal and
usually nonspecific or general in reference, and this seems to be true also for Ibatan. The
other unusual case-marking term is Dative. While what might be considered to be a
dative ‘to-X NP’ is marked by these forms, these are only a small class of such phrases
that also include “nontopic instrument, location, or beneficiary NPs” (14), perhaps better
labeled as Locative.

While these are relatively minor matters, since the dictionary is primarily for lexical
reference, they may prove problematic if someone uses the grammatical material as a
main reference source, or if one accepts the claim in footnote 17 that personal pronouns
that begin with the sequence dy-, such as dyaken ‘to me’, could be the result of a combi-
nation of the nonpersonal “dative” case-marker do plus the Nominative 1 set for first per-
son singular, yaken. A better analysis is probably that these are a combination of the
personal “dative” case-marker di, with expected vowel reduction. One other problem in
the introductory material is that the Bashiic languages are classified as “northern Philip-
pine languages” (1), citing the 2009 edition of Ethnologue as the source. The current ver-

2. RM also describes the Nominative NP as the “topic” of the sentence, a term that was com-
monly used for such NPs prior to their recognition as a type of voice, which RM apparently
now accepts: “Ibatan verbs are obligatorily inflected for voice” (18), yet the voice forms are
often referred to and have anachronistic abbreviations that label them as “focus,” such as
“AgF Agent Focus” (xiii).
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sion (Lewis et al. 2014) correctly indicates Bashiic as one of the other nine distinct
subgroups of languages spoken in the Philippines and surrounding areas. 

The set of lexical entries are themselves exemplary models of good lexicographical
methodology and have apparently been very carefully edited. There are few typographi-
cal errors—but ala-al according to the orthographic conventions should be alaal (38)—
and one must, therefore, suppose that the Ibatan data are also accurate, but note a question
mark for glottal stop among the list of Ibatan phonemes (5), and manN- for mang- under
tostos (331). But this is not true for the appendices that have a number of typographical
and other errors. In Appendix C, the Spanish numeral trece is listed as tece, and dieceseis
as diecedseis (345). The Ilokano ordinal numeral given as manuma ‘first’ is not found in
current Ilokano dictionaries (346), nor in the Ilokano index. It may be a local Ilokano
term. The usual Ilokano term is umuna ‘first’, and ILK maululawak (in Common expres-
sions) should be maul-ulawak (347); ‘a kind yam’ should be ‘a kind of yam’ (355), ‘seeds
stock’ should be ‘seed stock’ (357), and ‘centemeters’ should be ‘centimeters’ (359).

Appendix C provides a listing of numerals used in grouping and distribution. In order
to get the correct forms of these numerals, the reader is told to replace the initial vowel of
the corresponding numeral base (of cardinal numerals), dadwa ‘two’ to taydodwa ‘by
twos’; tatdo ‘three’ to taytotdo ‘by threes’, papito ‘seven’ to taypipito ‘by sevens’, asa
‘one’ to tayisa ‘by ones’ and apat ‘four’ to tayipat ‘by fours’ (347). In effect, this change
is to replace the initial Ca- prefix that occurs on current Ibatan cardinal numerals with
C1V1- of the earlier disyllabic form of the numerals—*ʔisa ‘one’, *duwa ‘two’, *tulu
‘three’, *pitu ‘seven’—with a subsequent vowel change of *e to i in *ʔepat ‘four’. RM
does not include dadima ‘five’ to taydidima ‘by fives’ and sasyam ‘nine’ to taysisyam
‘by nines’, which have the same C1V1- pattern, from, respectively, *lima ‘five’ and
*siyam ‘nine’. Although these instructions may be useful for identifying the relationship
between the cardinal numerals and those used for grouping and distribution, the changes
do not reflect regular morphophonemic processes. They appear to reflect, instead, differ-
ent patterns of generalization. Cardinal numerals (with Ca- prefix) are apparently the set
generalized from those that, in some Austronesian languages, count humans (Blust
1998), while the numerals used for grouping and the distribution of common noun
objects with tay- (from PMP *taR-, see Blust 2003:472) generalize the nonpersonal use
of C1V1- reflecting regular initial syllable reduplication (Reid 2009).

The final appendix in the dictionary provides a very useful set of 60 small black and
white pictures, with Ibatan labels and English translations, illustrating a wide range of
cultural activities and artifacts. Their reproductions here are small (one inch by one and a
half inches each) and are often unclear, either because of the quality of the paper or the
printing technique. The dictionary would have been immeasurably improved had a little
more money been spent on upgrading the quality of the pictures, or even producing an
accompanying CD containing full color replicas of the originals.

The indexes are useful devices not only for users attempting to find equivalent words
in the dictionary; they also function as a useful tool for identifying English, Filipino, and
Ilokano loanwords in Ibatan, of which there are hundreds. The final index, of Ivatan to
Ibatan, is useful also for identifying examples of the various sound changes that distin-
guish the two languages, since most examples, if not merely orthographic changes (IVT u
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/ IBT o, IVT j / IBT dy) or spelling conventions (IVT buwa / IBT bwa, IVT kaddwan / IBT
kadwan), show sound changes, such as IVT v / IBT b. 

This dictionary is in most respects exemplary, and deserves a place on the shelf of lex-
icographers as well as anyone interested in the life, culture, and history of Bashiic lan-
guages and their speakers. 

LAWRENCE A. REID
University of Hawai‘i
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